9HOTEL REPUBLIQUE
PARIS

“Add a few letters to Paris, and it’s paradise” - Jules Renard.
In December 2015, after more than 12 months of major works, 9HOTEL
COLLECTION has opened its 3rd Parisian establishment, 9HOTEL
REPUBLIQUE.
Located in a calm street in the 10th arrondissement, a stone’s throw
from the buzz of the Place de la République and the Canal Saint
Martin, 9HOTEL REPUBLIQUE offers an intimate and warm interpretation of refuge.
The Castel Veciana Arquitectura studio was commissioned to restore
the building dating from 1846 (a former hotel) as well as conceptualise
the living spaces and the 48 rooms. One of the project’s ambitions
was to keep the Haussmann façade intact, while modernising it with a
more contemporary language.
The midnight blue façade of the ground floor thus becomes a filter
between the hustle of the outside world and the soothing interior of
an urban refuge. The oak flooring and the floating bench encircling the
ground floor provide structure for a unique space that offers different
zones to meet the various needs of the clientèle. Pale and neutral
tones contribute to an intimate atmosphere filled with tranquillity
and calm.
“White is the unifying element of the interior. The wood and decor add
warmth”, explain Jordi Castel and Jordi Veciana.
The lobby is a living space between home and office.
It’s a place for experiences and for freedom, with a self-service bar
offering a selection of natural wines from winegrowers. The signature
aroma evokes the scent of fields of wild grasses. Elements such as
the virgin wool rug from New Zealand , throws draped over armchairs
and sofas, books and a collection of trinkets create a convivial atmosphere. The decor, lighting, carefully selected music... it all comes
together to build a chic, simple and tranquil ambiance.
The rooms have been designed in the same style as the lobby, uniting
simplicity, quality and functionality. They feature warm materials with
understated and contemporary decor.
9HOTEL REPUBLIQUE’s location is ideal for wandering around the
Canal Saint-Martin quarter on foot or by bike ; the best of bohemian
and romantic Paris. Surrounding the hotel, designer boutiques, trendy
bars and restaurants bring the quarter to life. The nearby Marais and
Grands Boulevards are also perfect for shopping, cultural outings and
night-time adventures.
The 9HOTEL REPUBLIQUE was conceived as an urban refuge but also
as a venue for gathering and sharing. Its completely open living spaces
create a soothing yet communal ambiance. Sheltered from the chaos
of the city, 9HOTEL REPUBLIQUE is the perfect place to seek refuge
and feel at home, to relax, work, read, love, meet, find, rest, dream,
laugh, start projects... all with a whole team waiting on you hand and
foot.

wooden log and pots from Asiatides

bellevue floor lamps by Arne Jacobsen - HABIBI brass, stainless steel, copper tables by Philipp Mainzer - colonial chairs by Carl Hansen - lounge chairs
CH445 by Carl Hansen - 100% virgin wool rug from sheep of New Zealand, hand-knotted, Delettré

triptych and pots from Asiatides - white & grey tray tables by Hay

toldbon pendant light by Louis Poulsen - pivot wall lamp aluminium by Charlotte Perriand - ALTAR table by Heerenhuis - Chairs CH37 by Carl Hansen

bellevue table lamp by Arne Jacobsen

flowerpot table lamp by Verner Panton

100% virgin wool rug from sheep of New Zealand, hand-knotted, Delettré - bedside tables designed by Castel Veciana Architectura - lounge chairs
CH401 by Carl Hansen

9HOTEL REPUBLIQUE
The 9HOTEL REPUBLIQUE is a 4 star lifestyle hotel.
Ideally situated close to the canal Saint Martin and the Place de la République
Metro : Jacques Bonsergent (line 5), 9 minutes on foot from the Gare de l’Est and the Gare du Nord.
The 48 rooms are divided into 5 categories, are functional and equipped with all the modern comforts a modern traveller
could need : personal air-conditioning, flat-screen LCD TV, international channels, personal safety-deposit box, rainforest
shower and bath, paraben-free toiletries with natural extracts, a hair-dryer, desk, free and unlimited wifi, etc.
The lobby is a living space where you can work, relax, plan a rendezvous, browse the library, enjoy a drink from the self-service
at 9 BAR...
The table d’hôte provides a calm and pleasant co-working space with free, unlimited wifi, and the fitness room allows guests
to de-stress 24 hours a day.
PRICE LIST 2016 :
• Single room from 89 euros
• Classic room from 109 euros
• Superior room from 129 euros
• Club room from 149 euros
• Executive room from 179 euros

9HOTEL REPUBLIQUE
7-9 rue Pierre Chausson
75010 PARIS
T +33 (0) 1 40 18 11 00
info@le9hotel-republique.com
www.le9hotel-republique.com

Follow us on Facebook : /9HOTELREPUBLIQUE and on Instagram : 9hotelrepublique

About 9HOTEL COLLECTION :
9HOTEL COLLECTION is a branch of the TAGERIM group directed by Jérôme QUENTIN-MAUROY, who assigned development
to Dominique JEAN-LAVABRE.
9HOTEL COLLECTION is focused on paying special attention to guests, by introducing original ideas and renovating hotels
to make them more luxurious, always with a timeless design. 9HOTEL COLLECTION meets the demands of a modern,
trendy clientèle always seeking the best.
9HOTEL COLLECTION :
Paris : 9HOTEL OPERA, 9HOTEL MONTPARNASSE and now 9HOTEL REPUBLIQUE
Brussels : 9HOTEL CENTRAL and coming soon 9HOTEL SABLON (March 2016)
Lisbon : 9HOTEL MERCY
Madrid : in 2017
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